Simulation of exchanges of multiple gases in bubbles in the body.
This communication introduces a system of equations, for numerical solution, which simulates the generation, growth, and decay of bubbles. The system is an advance over previous works because it allows for simultaneous diffusion of any number of gases. Our purpose for developing the system is to gain insight into the bubbles that occur in the body in decompression sickness (DCS). We validate the calculation system by matching observed data of DCS bubbles and of large subcutaneous gas pockets in rats. We demonstrate how a temporary supersaturation and bubble formation can occur without change of ambient pressure when there is a change in the inert gas being breathed. With exposures to hypobaric environments, such as when astronauts work in space, simulations show that O2, CO2, and water vapor add appreciably to volume of bubbles and affect the diffusion of inert gas.